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For a lattice L of finite length we denot’e by J(L) the set of all join-irreducible elements ( # 0) 
of L. By u’ we mean the uniquely determined lower cover of an element u EI(L). Our main 
result is the following theorem: A lattice L of finite length is (upper) selnimodular if an3 only if 
it satisfies the exchange property (EP): c G bvu and c$ bvu’ imply UC ~L.C v 1.4’ 
(b,cEL:uEJ(L)). 
In this paper we consider lattices of finite length which are (upper) semimolular 
in the sense of [3]. Upper semimodularity in lattices of finite length can be 
reformulated in terms of the so-called neighborhood condition 
XAY-tX implies y +xvy. 
Note that by c --( d we mean that c is a lower cover of d. Lattices of finite length 
satisfying the neighborhood condition (N) are somelimes also called Birkhoff 
lattices (cf. e.2,. [I]). 
The term ‘neighborhood condition is a literal translation of the corres- 
ponding’german expression ‘Nachbarbedingung’ which is used in distinction to the 
‘covering property’ occurring, for instance, in [4]. 
Our main result (Thelorem in Section 2) is a characterization of (upper) 
semimodularity in lattices of finite length. This characterization is carried through 
by means of a certain exchange property which is a generalization of the 
Steinitz-MacLane exchange property in its lattice theoretic form. 
our main result we derive two corollaries concerning the modular and the 
atlomistic case. An open question is finally osed as a problem. 
e mean by J(L) t 
te length. If PA E 
ur main result is 
. (i) =f, (ii). Let E be a lattice of finite length satisfying the neighborhood 
condition (N). From c s bv u and c$ b v u’ it follows that b v ret< bv U. T’S 
implies b v u’ + UI. We obtain tkrefore 
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yields bg (M) that 
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this and from z$ b v 1~’ we get c v b v z.J = b v u. This implies w. SC v B VU’ 
was to be shown. 
(ii) =f, (i). Let L be a lattice of finite length satisfyi~lg the exchange ~~~0~~~~ 
Consider first a join-~~educibl~ element u E J(L), an element c E L and suppose 
Ithat 
UAC=U'"U. (1) 
‘Without loss of generality we may also assume that u and c are incomparable 
zlements. We want to show that 
Assume that there exists an element b E I., such that 
Then we have b v u := c v u swhich implies 
eover we have 
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\* = bl which contradicts 
ich means that the nei 
from (ct.) and (5) 
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element c E such that 
Without loss of generality Tve may again suppose that the elemen2ts a, c E E are 
incomparable. e want to show that 
cdavc 
holds. Assume that there exists an element b E L such that 
c<b<avc. 03) 
Since L is of finite length and a E J(L), there exists ,I join-irreducible element 
u E J(L) such that 
tc<a and &ma. (9) 
Without loss of generality we may assume that u E J(L) is a minimal ekmfent with 
respect to property (9). 
Because of (6) and (9) we have 
a=(cha)vu. (10) 
Moreover we have 
UAC-cl.4. 01) 
Namely, if u AC = u, then CI SC; this and (10) imply ~=(cAQ)vu~(cA~)~~=~ 
which contradicts the choice of a, c E L as incomparable elements. From (9) and 
(11) it follows that 
Ui ~CAa)=UAC~~U’. 
We show now that in (12) equality holds. 
From the assumption 
(13) 
it would follow that there exists a join-irreducible element u* E J(L) having the 
properties 
u*e u’ 
and 
U,=$UAG. 
ecaupe of (14) and (9) we have 
5c*<a. (16) 
oreover we have 
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since .and u*-$ .== id < u (cf. (14)) imply by (9) that u* s u A c A a = I.4 AC 
which? contradicts (1s). 
The relations (16) anci (17) together with u*< u (cf. (14)) contradict the 
minimality of u w;th respect to property (9). Therefore our assumption (13) was 
false. Hence we have 
(18) 
Now we get from (8) and from (10) that 
beeva=cv(c:\a)vu==cvu. (19) 
Again by (8) and by (18) we obtain moreover 
The relations (19) and (20) together yield by (EP), (8), (18) an2 again (8) that 
From this and from c < b (cf. (8)) we obtain that c v u =G b. This is a contradiction 
to our assumption (8). Namiely, by (8) and by (10) we get 
b<cva=cv(cr\a)vu=cvu. 
Wence our assum;ption (8) was false. It follows that there does not exist an 
element b E L suck1 that c < b CC v a. Therefore c --( c v a holds. Thus (6) implies 
(7) which means that the neighborhood condition (N) is satisfied afso in this case. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Using the well-known resuh that a lattice of finite length is modular if and only 
if it s:jtisfies both the neighborhood condition (N) and the dual neighborhood 
condition 
(N”) y-dwy implies x A y -4 X, 
we get from the preceding theorem: 
A lattice L of finite length is modular if and only if it satisfies both the 
exchange ~~~~~~ (EP) any its cull 
Note that here (L) means ehe se? o:I ah melt-i~educib e elements ( # 1) of L 
at m* means the uniquely deterrlined upper cover of m E 
us remark that in [2] one fin& i.nother exchange propert 
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0 p atom and a E L element with a A p = 0 implies a 4 a v p ; 
(ii) L satisfies the exchange property for atoms, i.e. 
psbvq and p$b implies q<bvp (b, P, q E L; p, q atoms). 
. The exchange property for atoms is nothing else than the Steinitz- 
ne exchange property in its lattice-theoretic form. It should be noted that 
Corollary 2 is a part of [4, Theorem 7.10, p. 321. 
e (i) + (ii). Let L be an atomisti~ lattice of finite length satisfying the 
covering property (C). It is easy to show that then L, also satisfies the neighbor- 
hood condition (N), Applying the preceding theorem, it follows that E h$as the 
exchange property (EP). It is obvious that (EP) implies the exchange property for 
atoms. 
(ii) =$ (i). Let L be an atomistic lattice of finite length which has the exchange 
property for atoms. We show that then 6, also has the exchange property (EP), 
that is, 
csbvu and c$~,vu’ imply usbvcvu’ (b, c E L; u E J(L)). 
Since every element ( # 0) of L can be written as a join of finitely many atoms, we 
Put 
Moreover u E J(L) implies that u is an atom and so we have U’ = 0. Putting u = q 
(q atom), we suppose that 
pIv**‘vp,~r,v*b*vr,vq (21) 
but 
PIV” l vp,$r,v l l l VY,. cm 
ecause of (22) there exists a pi (1 s is ta) such that 
Jli$t’lV l l l l/r,, (23 
Qn the other hand, (21) implies that 
Pisr*V*’ l Vl+fnVq. 
(24) ;ind. (231 we get aceor ange property for ato 
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Mow @I), (22) and (25) together mean thah the lattice 
e ~r~eeding th
. But (N) implies 
Let us am&de with the following observation. Take a lattice L of 
and ~5nsider the e 
cSbv34 and 4SbW.i’ imply uSbvc 
Ilt is clear t.!rat ( implies thz exe ange property ( ad thus we have by auf 
~recedi~g theorem 
One rni~~t now guess that in a Iattice uf finite iength nei~h~rh~d condition 
) implies not only ( but also (BP). The following exmple, exhibited in 
shows that this is not true. This lattice satisfies the neighborhood condition (N) 
but (a) does not hold. Namely, we have 
cgbvu and &bv~’ but u~bvc=c. 
Since we did not succeed in soaring the fo~~~w~ng question, we pose it as an 
open 
acterize those lattices of finitte length which have the exchange 
Let us anally remark 
Iln khat pa$er a class 
cunsidered which have 
that a first step in aL~s~r~~ring t question was done i+ [S]. 
of (nonmodular, no~~~tomisti~) finite lattices has been 
a more special exchange property than (@I. 
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